
Purpose 1-1 and Need 

Today’s Operating Environment 
• High traffic density and related 

noise
• Poor sound propagation due to 

shallow water characteristics 
• High technology enemies 
• Atypical challenges from rogue 

states and terrorists 
• Long term operations near shore in 

a shallow water environment 

1 PURPOSE AND NEED 

The proposed action is to place undersea cables and sensor nodes in a 1,713-square-kilometer 
(km2) (500-square-nautical-mile [NM2]) area of the ocean creating an undersea warfare training 
range (USWTR), and to use the area for antisubmarine warfare (ASW) training. Such training 
would typically involve up to three vessels and two aircraft using the range for any one training 
event, although events would typically involve fewer units. The instrumented area would be 
connected to the shore via a single trunk cable. The proposed action would require logistical 
support for ASW training, including the handling (launch and recovery) of exercise torpedoes 
(non-explosive) and submarine target simulators.  

1.1 Purpose of the Proposed Action 
The purpose of the proposed action is to enable the U.S. Navy to train effectively in a shallow 
water environment (37 to 274 meters [m], or 120 to 900 feet [ft], in depth) at a suitable location 
for Atlantic Fleet ASW capable units. The 37-to-274 m (120-to-900 ft) depth parameter for the 
range was derived from collectively assessing depth requirements of the platforms that would be 
using this range, and approximates the water depth of potential areas of conflict that the Navy 
has identified. 

1.2 Need for the Proposed Action 
There are four fundamental reasons why the Navy needs to have an instrumented undersea 
warfare training range off the east coast of the United States, these are: 

� Worldwide Deployment to Littoral Areas. Atlantic Fleet units deploy 
worldwide, and shifts in the military strategic landscape require increased naval 
capability in the world’s shallow, or 
littoral, seas, such as the Arabian Sea, the 
South China Sea, and the Korean Sea. 
Training effectively for these littoral 
environments requires the availability of 
realistic conditions in which actual 
potential combat situations can be 
adequately simulated:  

“The 21st century environment is one of 
increasing challenges, due to the littoral 
environment in which we operate and advanced technologies that are 
proliferating around the world. Operations in the future will be centered on 
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dominating near-land combat, rapidly achieving area control despite difficult 
sound propagation profiles and dense surface traffic. The operating environment 
will be cluttered and chaotic, and defeating stealthy enemies will be an 
exceptional challenge.” – Anti-Submarine Warfare Concept of Operations for the 
21st Century (DoN, 2004c). 

� Threat of Modern Diesel Submarines. The current global proliferation of 
extremely quiet submarines poses a critical threat to the maritime interests of the 
U.S. These silent diesel submarines, easily obtainable by potential adversaries, are 
capable of prolonged, silent, submerged operations in confined, congested littoral 
regions where acoustic conditions make detection significantly more challenging 
than in deep water. These silent vessels can get well within ‘smart’ (i.e., self-
guided) torpedo or anti-ship missle range of U.S. forces before there is a 
likelihood of their being detected by passive sonar “listening.” For this reason, use 
of, and training with, active sonar is crucial to today’s ASW, U.S. operational 
readiness, national defense, and homeland security. Such training is critical to our 
ability to deliver fighting forces overseas and to protect civilians and cargo in 
transit on the world’s oceans.

� U.S. World Role. The role of the U.S. in keeping critical sea lanes open makes it 
imperative that U.S. military forces are the best trained, prepared, and equipped in 
the world. ASW is a Navy core capability and is a critical part of that mission. 
The Navy is the only Department of Defense (DoD) service with an ASW 
responsibility, and must be trained and capable in littoral water operations to 
assure access for the U.S. and our allies to strategic areas worldwide.

� Mission Readiness and Fulfillment. The Navy's primary mission is to maintain, 
train, equip, and operate combat-ready naval forces capable of resolving conflicts, 
deterring aggression, and maintaining freedom of the seas. Training with the 
actual sensors and weapons systems aboard their own ships, submarines, or 
aircraft, in a complex operational setting with a realistic scenario is key to 
maintaining Fleet combat readiness and to survival in actual wartime conditions.  

Timely and accurate feedback of training performance to exercise participants and 
the ability to rapidly reconstruct the training event contribute significantly to the 
quality of this complex training. These capabilities may only be realized through 
the use of an instrumented, at-sea training range. At present, the only operational 
Atlantic instrumented training range is located in a deep-water environment, 
requiring that results be extrapolated to apply to the critically different conditions 
of shallow water; speculation and interpretation are required to evaluate crew and 
equipment performance, reducing the authenticity of the feedback.  
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The proposed USWTR provides an environment:  

- that is consistent with real-world threat situations.  
- where training exercises can be conducted under safe and controlled 

conditions.
- with critically important real-time feedback that eliminates the need for 

iterative training events to validate and confirm results. 

In addition, Section 5062 of Title 10 of the U.S. Code (USC) contains a legal mandate for such 
training as would be provided by the proposed range. Title 10 directs the Chief of Naval 
Operations (CNO) to organize, train, and equip all naval forces for combat. The CNO fulfills this 
direction by conducting training activities during a training cycle prior to deployment for actual 
operations. First, personnel learn and practice basic combat skills through basic-level or unit-
level training. Basic skills are then refined at the intermediate and advanced levels in 
progressively more difficult, complex, and larger-scale exercises conducted at increasing tempos, 
referred to as integrated training. When training is complete, naval forces can function 
effectively independently, or as part of a coordinated fighting force, can accomplish multiple 
missions, and are able to fulfill Title 10’s mission and readiness mandate.  

The ability to train year-round is required if the Navy is to meet the requirements and schedules 
associated with the Fleet Response Training Plan (FRTP) (DoN, 2007i) and the potential for 
surge situations (i.e., immediate deployment of forces). To meet potential surge situations, the 
Fleet Response Training Plan requires that the Navy have five or six carrier strike groups 
(CSGs) ready to deploy within 30 days of notification and an additional one or two CSGs ready 
to deploy within 90 days. To satisfy this requirement, the Navy must have access to training 
areas all year to ensure that a sufficient number of fully trained surface units are always prepared 
for deployment. 

Finally, the training value of the proposed action ultimately benefits all DoD forces whose 
missions are in any way tied to maritime operations, homeland security, or are dependent on 
access to strategic littoral areas of the world. Silent submarines are an important threat to U.S. 
forces, civilians, and materiel, and potentially to national security. The increasing likelihood of 
combat in shallow, littoral areas, as opposed to the open ocean or under ice requires that the 
Navy is fully trained for these conditions. Such training can best be accomplished with an 
instrumented undersea warfare training range appropriately located in a shallow water 
environment. 
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1.3 Supporting Information 

1.3.1 Worldwide Deployment to Littoral Areas 

One of the cornerstones of effective training is the availability of venues providing realistic 
combat-like conditions. A complicating factor facing the Navy today is the nature of the shallow, 
or littoral, regions in which submarines can operate. These littoral regions are frequently 
confined, congested water and air space occupied by allies, adversaries, and neutral parties alike, 
making identification of friend or foe profoundly difficult. Worse, as cited previously, acoustic 
conditions in littoral areas can make detection of submerged submarines significantly more 
challenging than in deep water. Unfortunately, these are the very areas where potential U.S. 
adversaries are most likely to concentrate and layer their defenses. Diesel submarines are 
perfectly suited for maneuvering in littoral regions; they place U.S. naval units at risk.

The only answer is adequate training to counter the threat. In the military context, training means 
gaining the physical skills, ability, and knowledge to perform and survive in combat. The key to 
combat effectiveness is realistic training in the air, on land, and at sea – the single greatest tool 
the military has in preparing and protecting our naval forces. It is essential for U.S. forces to train 
as they would fight. “Train as we fight” is not just a phrase - it is a statement of the absolute 
necessity to realistically train our naval forces for the conditions in which they may find 
themselves while protecting our forces globally and our nation at home. Realistic training 
requires a training environment that replicates anticipated combat conditions and provides a 
means to accurately evaluate crew performance. The proposed USWTR provides an 
instrumented range in the required environment.  

1.3.2 Threat of Modern Diesel Submarines

There are many potential challenges in an era of arms proliferation and relatively easy access to 
basic materials and methodology. Many small countries and potential adversaries possess 
sophisticated weapons systems, including modern diesel submarines and their related weapons 
ranging from sub-deployed mines through torpedoes to anti-ship missiles. Published naval 
strategies of potential adversaries, including Iran and North Korea, have stated that the 
submarine is the single most potent ship in their fleets.  

Modern diesel submarines are relatively inexpensive and are the most cost-effective platform for 
the delivery of several types of weapons, including long-range anti-ship cruise missiles, a variety 
of anti-ship mines, and modern homing torpedoes. At close range, modern submarines will likely 
employ one or two acoustic homing (with a seeker head utilizing either active or passive sonar), 
or wake-homing torpedoes (are able to sense and follow the wake of surface ships) instead of the 
“spread” of blind, simple course-running torpedoes fired against a single target in WWII. This 
technological advance, in addition to prolonged battery life or use of air-independent propulsion 
means, has greatly increased the lethality of a single submarine.  
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With their stealth and ability to operate independent of escort vessels, submarines are very 
effective in attacking surface ships with torpedoes and missiles. Potential adversarial nations are 
investing heavily in submarine technology, including designs for nuclear attack submarines, 
strategic ballistic missile submarines, and advanced diesel submarines (see Table 1-1). The 
submarine is viewed as the perfect “anti-access” weapon to block crossroads and deny access to 
areas of U.S. interest. Because submarines are inherently covert, they can conduct intrusive 
operations in sensitive areas and can be inserted early with minimal likelihood of being detected. 

In 2007, 37 countries were credited with a total of 534 submarines (Table 1-1), operational or 
being built. Other than the U.S., 36 countries were credited with 466 submarines, of which 307 
are diesel submarines. Their combination of quiet operation, effective weapons, and reduced cost 
provides a substantial and multifaceted combat capability at a level affordable by many nations. 
Although total inventories of active combatant submarines fell to below 400 in 2004, half the 
total in the early 1990s, this was primarily due to the destruction of obsolete, decrepit units, 
notably by the Russian Federation and the People’s Republic of China (PRC). Today’s inventory 
has much more modern technology and presents a significantly more effective force (Baker, 
2004).

It is also apparent that the number of modern missile-firing submarines is on the rise, and it is 
possible for these submarines to threaten Americans at home. The Russian Federation and the 
PRC have publicly declared that the submarine is the centerpiece of their respective navies. As 
China’s economy grows, the country will be able to purchase the best available Russian 
submarines and weapons systems to support their political goal of controlling the approaches and 
seas around Taiwan, the Spratly Islands, and the South China Sea (Farrell, 2003). In October 
2006, a Chinese Song-class diesel-powered attack submarine followed the U.S. carrier Kitty 
Hawk and its accompanying warships undetected and surfaced within five miles of the carrier. 

Further, published naval strategies of potential adversaries, including Iran and North Korea, have 
expressed similar strategic doctrine. A number of Southeast Asian countries are taking delivery 
or have ordered advanced, stealthy submarines armed with state-of-the-art missiles and torpedoes 
capable of striking targets at sea or on land far from their home ports. The competition threatens 
to shift the power balance among some of the region’s long-standing military rivals and poses a 
potential threat to key trade routes. It was anticipated that China would take delivery of up to 4 
more advanced Russian-built KILO-class diesel submarines which, combined with the 12 KILO-
class submarines they already have, make up a formidable force that could allow China to 
blockade Taiwan’s ports (Baker, 2003).

Competition between China and India for maritime influence has added impetus to India’s plan 
to boost its submarine force with eight new acquisitions over the next decade. With continuing 
submarine acquisitions throughout the area, Asia’s key waterways could become as crowded and 
dangerous, on, and below the surface with submarines and ASW combatants hunting each other 
on a regular basis. 
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Table 1-1 

World Submarine Inventory

Country Nuclear  Nuclear Being 
Built

Conventional & 
Non-Nuclear 

AIP* 
Conventional 
Being Built 

Atlantic/Baltic/Mediterranean/Black 
Algeria   2  
Canada   4  
Egypt   4  
Germany   12 2 
Greece   9 3 
Israel   3  
Italy   7 2 
Netherlands   4  
Norway   6  
Poland   5  
Portugal   1 2 
Spain   4 8 
Sweden   5  
Turkey   13 1 

South America 
Argentina   3  
Brazil   5  
Chile   4  
Columbia   2  
Ecuador   2  
Peru   6  
Venezuela   2  

Western Pacific/Indian Ocean 
Australia   6  
People’s Republic of China 6 5 54 4 
India  2 16 6 
Indonesia   2 6 
Iran   3  
Japan   18 5 
Malaysia    2 
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Table 1-1 (cont’d) 

World Submarine Inventory

Country Nuclear Nuclear Being 
Built

Conventional & 
Non-Nuclear 

AIP 
Conventional 
Being Built 

Western Pacific/Indian Ocean (con’t) 
North Korea   55  
Pakistan   4 1 
Singapore   4 2 
South Africa   2 1 
South Korea   9 9 

U.S./U.K./France/Russia 
U.S. 70 8   
U.K. 4  10 7 
France 10 1  6 
Russia 47 5 21 2 
     
Total Nuclear Powered 137    
Total Nuclear Building 21   
Total Conventional/Non-Nuclear AIP 307
Total Conventional/Non-Nuclear AIP Building/Conversions  69 
World Submarine Population (37 countries), Operational, Being Built, Planned, or 
Projected 534

Notes: World submarine population does not include mini-subs (midget and swimmer delivery vehicles), 
decommissioned submarines, or submarines for which operational status is doubtful. 

 “Being built” includes planned and projected submarines. 
 *AIP refers to air-independent propulsion. 
Source: Based on Saunders, 2007.
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Although a real possibility, it is impossible to predict with certainty what event would precipitate 
conflict in the region. The prospect provides an additional mandate for the Navy to ensure that 
all its forces are well trained in shallow water ASW, as depths between 30 and 305 m (100 and 
1,000 ft) typify much of the waterways off of southeast Asia as shown in Figure 1-1 (indicated 
with light blue shading). The Navy's ability to be adequately trained is predicated on the 
availability of an instrumented undersea warfare training range in a shallow water coastal 
environment. 

New-generation, ultra-quiet diesel and hybrid-powered submarines that can remain submerged 
for long periods of time pose a major threat to U.S. naval and allied forces and their coasts. 
World War II-designed diesel submarines had to surface or snorkel regularly in order to maintain 
their battery charge and could not move at speeds in excess of 37 km/h (20 knots) without 
depleting their batteries within an hour or less. Advanced, or hybrid, diesel propulsion systems 
by comparison allow for long-term submergence with high-speed underwater maneuvering and 
are a reality today. The Russian submarine builder, Rubin Design Bureau, now offers for sale a 
liquid oxygen and hydrogen fuel cell air-independent propulsion option that permits diesel 
submarines to remain submerged for weeks without snorkeling (Goldstein and Murray, 2003).

Submarines equipped with this type of propulsion will neither be restricted to operations in 
shallow water nor to slow speeds. A prepositioned diesel submarine conducting a quiet patrol on 
battery power is very difficult to detect – and with passive sonar, in some cases nearly 
impossible. The inability to detect a hostile submarine before it can launch a missile or a torpedo 
is a critical vulnerability that puts U.S. forces and merchant mariners at risk and, ultimately, 
threatens U.S. national security. A single diesel submarine that is able to penetrate U.S. or 
multinational task force defenses could cause catastrophic damage with the loss of American and 
allied lives. Further, at this time no Western navy seems to have viable countermeasures to either 
the wake homing torpedo or  the modern very low flying, high speed, anti-ship missiles which 
can be both purchased to arm the KILO-submarine (Friedman, 2004). Even the threat of a quiet 
diesel submarine, in certain current circumstances, could greatly complicate U.S. or coalition 
naval force access to vital operational areas. 

1.3.3 U.S. World Role

Recent world events have placed the U.S. military at center stage in the defense of the United 
States and its allies. Presently, the U.S. military is actively engaged throughout the world in a 
global war on terrorism. Additionally, for many years, the U.S. has played a significant role in 
the resolution of international disturbances and conflicts that threaten to disrupt the security and 
stability of regions abroad, in addition to threatening U.S. domestic security. Often these 
disruptions have been in the form of civil wars, territorial disputes, terrorism, natural disasters 
and other civil emergencies.   

The spread of submarines incorporating new technologies will dramatically affect operational 
planning and execution by both friends and adversaries. Current and future enemies will likely 
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pose non-traditional, unpredictable threats by employing undersea warfare systems and devices 
including: bottom and moored mines, submerged launch torpedoes, anti-ship missiles, and 
powerful swimmer delivered explosive devices. Adversary undersea capabilities threaten 
population centers in friendly nations, military bases, equipment, and forces. When facing such 
enemies, our advantage lies in sea basing that employs capabilities to ensure sea supremacy for 
U.S. and allied forces. 

U.S. military forces also must be prepared and trained to support homeland security, including 
the protection of U.S. territory, sovereignty, domestic population, and critical infrastructure. For 
example, the spread of undersea warfare technologies, some of which can be relatively 
inexpensive and easy to obtain, conceivably could threaten domestic port access or military and 
commercial vessel traffic along crucial domestic shipping routes. Whether threats are presented 
in the homeland or overseas environment, U.S. naval forces must be trained to provide full 
capabilities for the detection, location, and defense against an increasing undersea warfare threat. 

An adversary seeking to challenge the U.S. militarily will often seek to stop or delay the flow of 
U.S. fighting forces. Since more than 95 percent of the equipment to support our fighting forces 
would flow into overseas theaters by sea, anything an adversary can do to attack shipping will 
have significant impact (Military Sealift Command, 2008). Further, history would lead any 
adversary to conclude that one of the best tools for stopping the flow of ships is the submarine.  

Following are descriptions of some recent examples: 

� During both Operation Enduring Freedom and Operation Iraqi Freedom, 
interdiction of ground force equipment flowing into Afghanistan and Iraq by sea 
by an adversary with submarines would have significantly increased the risk and 
vulnerability of U.S. Soldiers, Sailors, and Airmen, both afloat and ashore. Both 
operations would have resulted in a greater loss of American and allied lives, and 
it is possible that the outcomes could have been affected. 

� In 2006, a U.S. Navy task force of nine ships and two passenger ships were used 
to evacuate over 7,000 U.S. citizens from Beirut, Lebanon, due to the military 
conflict between Israel and Lebanon. Preparations for another noncombatant 
evacuation operation were conducted off Liberia in June 2003. Similar events 
have played out many times over the past few decades. If a future rescue were to 
be needed in an area with a submarine threat, without adequate ASW capability 
such an operation would be extremely difficult, dangerous, and perhaps 
impossible.  

� During recent tsunami relief efforts in Southeast Asia, naval ships at sea 
supported much of the humanitarian relief work, including support from a U.S. 
Navy hospital ship. Such humanitarian missions could also be seriously affected 
in the future by submarine-capable adversaries. 
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1.3.4 Mission Readiness and Fulfillment 

The Department of the Navy (DoN) requires a USWTR in a shallow water environment off the 
east coast of the U.S. to support the Atlantic Fleet mission, namely, to ensure the Navy is able to 
plan and execute missions against a wide range of potential threats in the dynamic setting of the 
real world.

Our nation's capability to train its naval forces for combat cannot be taken for granted. One thing 
DoN has learned, through loss of life and capital, is that readiness is paramount. The ultimate 
objective of military readiness is to deter conflict when possible, win wars when necessary, and 
bring our troops home safely. This level of readiness is only effectively achieved through 
rigorous, realistic training.  Realistic training forms the solid foundation of our credible combat 
capability, and it can not be accomplished without access to quality at sea training range 
complexes and operating areas to properly prepare our naval forces for the rigors of combat. The 
first time our naval forces conduct a realistic operation cannot, and should not, be during time of 
war.

The future will only add complexity. International events, changes in naval strategy, base 
closures, and population growth are among the growing challenges the Navy faces in training its 
personnel. Realistic at-sea training will become even more important because of the greater 
sophistication and complexity of combat training and skills. Future joint and combined training 
will demand that our range complexes and operating areas support new missions and multi-
service users. New and emerging threats will require the development and implementation of 
new technologies, doctrine, tactics, and successful training procedures that will all have to be 
worked out in, on, and under our training complexes and operating areas. To maintain future 
capabilities, the Navy will need to optimize the use of its at-sea range complexes and operating 
areas to provide for the efficient use of these national resources. 

With regard to ASW, the Navy must train with active sonars to develop and retain ASW skills. 
When hunting for submarines, naval forces use many tools. As with every other endeavor, 
physics puts limits on these tools. The two broad categories of sensors in use today are acoustic 
and non-acoustic, but the laws of physics are such that acoustic tools are currently much more 
effective in searching for submarines because sound travels through water much more easily than 
do non-acoustic emissions like light and radio waves. Hence, all of the primary tools for 
detecting submarines are acoustic in nature. 

Acoustic tools, called sonar, are also classified into two categories: active and passive. Active 
sonar actually emits sound (a “ping”) into the water. A submarine is detected when this ping 
bounces off the hull of the vessel and is processed by a receiver. Passive sonar is merely a 
listening tool – it makes use of sound generated by the submarine itself. Unfortunately, the 
usefulness of current passive sonar systems has diminished significantly and will continue to do 
so as submarine technology evolves and submarines become significantly quieter. For example, 
submarines built today are on average more than a hundred times quieter than those operated by 
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the Soviet Union in the early 1960s. A diesel or air-independent submarine, in certain tactically 
relevant circumstances, can be virtually undetectable by any passive sonar. 

Although submarines control the amount of noise they make, thus controlling their detectability 
by passive sonar, they cannot easily avoid detection by active sonars (Figure 1-2). Energy-
absorbing tiles and hull shaping (analogous to the familiar “stealth” design considerations for 
aircraft) have been less effective to date in their application to submarines than for aircraft. 

Timely and accurate feedback of performance to exercise participants is also crucial with regard 
to effectively meeting the compressed timeline of training and deployments required by the Fleet
Response Training Plan. Accurate real-time positional data of participants and their movements 
provide both safety during the exercise (submarines are most prone to collision with ships when 
rising to periscope depth before their periscope is in use) and invaluable post-exercise feedback. 
Training quality is greatly enhanced when real-time feedback is available through proper 
instrumentation and when results of training operations may be recorded for later playback, 
enabling expansion and refinement of tactics and procedures.

As noted, the only instrumented range currently available off the east coast of the U.S. is in deep 
water, requiring that results be extrapolated to apply to the critically different conditions of 
shallow water, and in some cases requiring exercises to be repeated to validate extrapolated 
results. In addition, sound propagates differently in deep water than in shallow water. This makes 
deriving accurate results more complicated. Finally, tactics are different in deep water than they 
are in shallow water, where depth limitations place different constraints on maneuvering. Given 
all these considerations, training realistically in shallow water is a clear necessity of modern 
warfare and homeland protection.   

1.4 Preparation of the Final Overseas Environmental Impact 
Statement/Environmental Impact Statement (OEIS/EIS) 

The DoN has prepared this final overseas environmental impact statement/environmental impact 
statement (OEIS/EIS) to assess the potential environmental effects of installing and operating a 
USWTR at a location suitable for the Atlantic Fleet. The final OEIS/EIS has been prepared 
pursuant to: 

� National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, which requires a detailed 
environmental analysis for major federal actions with the potential to significantly 
affect the quality of the human environment. 

� Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations in 40 Code of Federal 
Regulations (CFR) Parts 1500 to 1508, which implement the requirements of 
NEPA.
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� Presidential Executive Order (EO) 12114, which requires environmental 
documentation for Environmental Effects Abroad of Major Federal Actions.

� DoD regulations implementing EO 12114: 32 CFR Part 187, Environmental 
Effects Abroad of Major Department of Defense Actions.

� DoN regulations implementing NEPA (32 CFR Part 775). 

The OEIS/EIS is also intended to support other environmental reviews associated with 
implementation of the USWTR, such as: 

� Compliance with the Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA), 16 USC § 1361 
et seq. 

� Consultation under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act (ESA), 16 USC §§ 
1531 to 1544. 

� Federal consistency determination under provisions of the Coastal Zone 
Management Act (CZMA), 15 USC §§ 1451 to 1465. 

� Compliance with the Rivers and Harbors Act (RHA), 33 USC §§ 401 to 430, 441 
to 454. 

� Compliance with the Clean Water Act (CWA), 33 USC §§ 1251-1387. 

� Performance of essential fish habitat (EFH) analysis under the Magnuson-Stevens 
Fishery Conservation and Management Act (Magnuson-Stevens Act), 16 USC §§ 
1801 to 1882. 

� Migratory Bird Treaty Act. 

� Executive Order 13089, Coral Reef Protection. 

� Executive Order 13158, Marine Protected Areas. 

In preparation of this final OEIS/EIS, the DoN considered alternative training concepts and 
evaluated a series of alternative sites for a USWTR. The USWTR offers exercise realism and 
training performance feedback to a degree that other alternatives cannot provide. West Coast 
sites would not be practical for training Atlantic Fleet units because of the extreme transit 
distance, excessive cost, and time constraints that would be involved with training Atlantic Fleet 
units on the West Coast. The U.S. Atlantic Coast continental shelf and the operational depth 
requirements of the USWTR call for siting of the range at least 46 km to 94 km (25 to 50 NM) 
offshore. Siting of the USWTR approximately 93 km (50 NM) offshore of Jacksonville, Florida, 
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is the Navy’s preferred alternative, reflecting new operational concerns, revised capabilities, and 
relocation of Fleet assets that have occurred over the last decade.

1.5 EO 12114 and NEPA 

1.5.1 Overview 

EO 12114 directs federal agencies to provide for informed decision making for major federal 
actions with effects that occur outside the 50 states, territories, and possessions of the United 
States, including marine waters seaward of U.S. territorial seas, the global commons, the 
environment of a nonparticipating foreign nation, or effects to protected global resources. Global 
commons are defined as “geographical areas that are outside of the jurisdiction of any nation, 
and include the oceans outside territorial limits and Antarctica. Global commons do not include 
contiguous zones and fisheries zones of foreign nations” (32 CFR 187.3). The Navy has 
published procedures for implementing EO 12114 in OPNAV 5090.1C (DoN, 2007j).  

In 1969, Congress enacted the National Environmental Policy Act, or NEPA, the national charter 
for protection of the environment. The provisions of NEPA apply to major federal actions with 
effects that occur within U.S. territory. The President’s Council on Environmental Quality 
(CEQ) established regulations for federal agency implementation of NEPA.  

Under NEPA, all branches of the federal government must prepare an EIS before undertaking 
any major action or actions that may significantly affect the quality of the human or natural 
environments. One agency, the action proponent, is the lead agency. Often other agencies that 
have jurisdiction by law or special expertise with respect to certain potential environmental 
impacts from the proposed action participate as “cooperating agencies.” 

The proposed action, establishment of a shallow water training range off the east coast of the 
U.S., requires assessment of impacts both outside U.S. territory and within. In this case, because 
NEPA is required, the Navy is conducting a full NEPA assessment as well as an analysis under 
EO 12114, and for that reason, the NEPA process is described in detail in the following text. 
This document is being produced as a final OEIS/EIS under the authorities of both regulations. 
In Chapters 3 through 6 of this final OEIS/EIS, text that describes the effects that occur within 
U.S. territory – effects that are subject to NEPA analysis – is in italicized font. Text that pertains 
to effects relating to EO 12114 is not italicized. 

1.5.2 The NEPA Process 

Under NEPA, an EIS must disclose significant environmental impacts and inform decision 
makers and the public of the reasonable alternatives that would avoid or minimize adverse 
impacts or enhance the quality of the environment. The first step in the NEPA process for 
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preparation of an EIS is to prepare a notice of intent (NOI) to develop the EIS and publish the 
notice in the Federal Register. The NOI provides an overview of the proposed project and the 
scope of the EIS.

After the NOI is published, a “scoping period” occurs. (Unlike NEPA, EO 12114 does not 
require a scoping process.) Scoping is an early and open process during which the public and 
other agencies review the project and provide input to help develop the “scope” of issues to be 
addressed in the EIS and to identify significant issues related to a proposed action. Public 
scoping meetings are typically held during this time. The period for public comment is generally 
45 to 60 days in length. Comments are conveyed to the agency at the meetings and in writing 
after the meetings until the close of the comment period.  

After considering comments received during scoping, a draft EIS (DEIS) is prepared that 
provides an assessment of the potential impacts of the proposed federal action. The DEIS 
informs decision makers and the public of reasonable alternatives that would avoid or minimize 
adverse impacts or enhance the quality of the environment. A “no action” alternative is always 
evaluated in an EIS to serve as a baseline for comparison with the proposed action alternatives. 

When the document is completed, the DEIS review period begins. At that time, a notice of 
availability (NOA) of the document is placed in local newspapers and in the Federal Register. 
Copies are distributed to government agencies, interested citizens, and organizations for review 
and comment, and public hearings are also held during this period. A final EIS (FEIS) that 
incorporates and responds to all public comment on the DEIS is then prepared.  

The FEIS contains a responsiveness summary, wherein the lead agency addresses comments 
received on the DEIS. Responses can take the form of corrections of data inaccuracies, 
clarifications of and modifications to analytical approaches, inclusion of additional data or 
analyses, and modification of the alternatives. After the release of the FEIS and the publication 
of the Notice of Availability, there is a 30 day wait period. After the 30 day wait period, the 
Record of Decision (ROD) can be signed, implementing the proposed action. The ROD 
establishes the proposed action, describes the public involvement and agency decision-making 
process, and presents the commitments to mitigation measures. The proposed action can then be 
implemented. 

1.5.3 OEIS/EIS for the USWTR 

The DoN is the lead agency for the proposed USWTR, with National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration’s (NOAA) National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) acting as a cooperating 
agency. The NOI for this project was published in the Federal Register on May 13, 1996, 
initiating the NEPA EIS process. Because the proposed USWTR is a major federal action with 
potential impact outside the U.S. as well as within the U.S., this EIS has been developed 
pursuant to both EO 12114 (see Subchapter 1.5.1) and NEPA regulations. 
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The USEPA published the NOA of the draft OEIS/EIS for the proposed USWTR in the Federal
Register on October 28, 2005. In November 2005, the Navy held informational meetings 
combined with public hearings in Chincoteague, Virginia; Morehead City, North Carolina; and 
Jacksonville, Florida. The public comment period for the draft OEIS/EIS ended January 30, 
2006.

Subsequently, the DoN decided that a revised draft OEIS/EIS should be prepared based on 
comments received during the public comment period, changes in technology that obviated the 
need for a secure landside cable termination facility (CTF), and changes in the methodology by 
which behavioral impacts to marine mammals are assessed.  

The Navy published the NOI to prepare the revised draft OEIS/EIS and to open another scoping 
comment period in the Federal Register on September 21, 2007. Comments received on the 
September 12, 2008 draft OEIS/EIS have been addressed in Appendix H of this final OEIS/EIS. 
Public comments and responses are available electronically on the USWTR public Web site 
(http://www.projects.earthtech.com/USWTR). The ROD for the USWTR is scheduled for 
issuance in summer 2009. More details concerning the public review process are available in 
Chapter 7. 

1.6 Other Environmental Requirements Considered 
Construction and operation of the USWTR must be consistent with a variety of laws and 
regulations. The following subchapters provide a brief description of the principal environmental 
requirements that are relevant to the USWTR project. 

1.6.1 Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) 

The MMPA of 1972 established, with limited exceptions, a moratorium on the “taking” of 
marine mammals by citizens of the United States. The term “take,” as defined in Section 3 (16 
USC 1362) of the MMPA, means “to harass, hunt, capture, or kill, or attempt to harass, hunt, 
capture, or kill any marine mammal.” “Harassment” was further defined in the 1994 amendments 
to the MMPA, which provided two levels of “harassment,” Level A (potential injury) and Level 
B (potential disturbance).

The National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) of fiscal year (FY) 2004 (Public Law [PL] 
108-136) amended the definition of harassment as applied to military readiness activities or 
scientific research activities conducted by or on behalf of the federal government, consistent with 
Section 104(c)(3) [16 USC 1374 (c)(3)]. The FY 2004 NDAA adopted the definition of “military 
readiness activity” as set forth in the FY 2003 NDAA (PL 107-314). For military readiness 
activities the relevant definition of harassment is any act that:  
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� Injures or has the significant potential to injure a marine mammal or marine 
mammal stock in the wild (“Level A harassment”), or 

� Disturbs or is likely to disturb a marine mammal or marine mammal stock in the 
wild by causing disruption of natural behavioral patterns including, but not 
limited to, migration, surfacing, nursing, breeding, feeding, or sheltering to a 
point where such behavioral patterns are abandoned or significantly altered 
(“Level B harassment”) [16 USC 1362 (18)(B)(i)(ii)]. 

The use of USWTR constitutes a military readiness activity as that term is defined in PL 107-
314. Because the proposed use of the USWTR to conduct ASW training constitutes “training and 
operations of the Armed Forces that relate to combat” and constitutes “adequate and realistic 
testing of military equipment, vehicles, weapons, and sensors for proper operation and suitability 
for combat use” it is consistent with the NDAA. 

Section 101(a)(5) of the MMPA directs the Secretary of the Department of Commerce to allow, 
upon request, the incidental (but not intentional) taking of marine mammals by U.S. citizens who 
engage in a specified activity (exclusive of commercial fishing), if certain findings are made and 
regulations are issued. Authorization will be granted by the Secretary for the incidental take of 
marine mammals if the taking will have a negligible impact on the species or stock and will not 
have an unmitigable adverse impact on the availability of such species or stock for taking for 
subsistence uses.

As part of the environmental documentation for the proposed USWTR, the Navy will apply for a 
permit to harass marine mammals, referred to as a take authorization or letter of authorization 
(LOA). LOAs require that regulations be promulgated and published in the Federal Register
outlining: 

� Requirements pertaining to the monitoring and reporting of such taking.

� Permissible methods of taking and the means of affecting the “least practicable 
adverse impact” on the species or stock and its habitat.

� For military readiness activities, a determination of “least practicable adverse 
impacts” on species or stock that includes consideration, in consultation with the 
DoD, of personnel safety, practicality of implementation, and impact on the 
effectiveness of the military readiness activity. 

In accordance with the Letter of Authorization (LOA) procedures, the Navy will submit an 
application to NMFS, requesting authorization pursuant to Section 101 (a)(5)(A) of the MMPA 
to incidentally take marine mammals by harassment. When the application is received by NMFS, 
a notice of receipt of application is published in the Federal Register. Publication of the notice 
initiates a 30-day public comment period, during which time anyone can obtain a copy of the 
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application by contacting NMFS. The Navy will obtain the LOA before conducting ASW 
training operations on the range. 

1.6.2 Endangered Species Act (ESA)

The ESA (16 USC 1531 to 1543) applies to federal actions in two separate respects. First, the 
ESA requires that federal agencies, in consultation with the responsible wildlife agency, ensure 
that proposed actions are not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered 
species or threatened species or result in the destruction or adverse modification of critical 
habitat [16 USC 1536 (a)(2)]. Regulations implementing the ESA expand the consultation 
requirement to include those actions that “may affect” a listed species or adversely modify 
critical habitat.  

Second, if an agency’s proposed action would take a listed species, then the agency must obtain 
an incidental take statement from the responsible wildlife agency. The ESA defines the term 
“take” to mean “harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or 
attempt any such conduct” [16 USC 1532(19)].  

The Navy is consulting with NMFS on effects the construction and operation of the proposed 
USWTR may have on listed species. The Navy will consult with the USFWS on the effects of 
the proposed construction of the trunk cable and CTF on listed species.

1.6.3 Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA)

The CZMA provides assistance to states, in cooperation with federal and local agencies, for 
developing land and water use programs for the coastal zone. This includes the protection of 
natural resources and management of coastal development. The respective state coastal zone 
management program implements policy. The CZMA requires that any federal agency activity 
that is reasonably foreseeable within or outside the coastal zone and affects any land or water use 
or natural resource of the coastal zone be carried out in a manner that is consistent, to the 
maximum extent practicable, with the enforceable policies of NOAA-approved state 
management programs.  

For the proposed USWTR, pursuant to the CZMA, the Navy must determine whether USWTR 
construction and operation activities are reasonably anticipated to affect any coastal use or 
resources and if so, shall be carried out in a manner which is consistent to the maximum extent 
practicable with the enforceable policies of approved state management programs.  
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1.6.4 Rivers and Harbors Act (RHA) 

The RHA was enacted to ensure that navigable waters are not obstructed or fouled by the 
placement of material or disposal of refuse in them. Under Section 10 of the RHA, 33 USC §403, 
a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) permit is required for structures and/or work in or 
affecting navigable waters of the U.S. The RHA governs the placement of the cable for the 
USWTR. Before proceeding with placement of cable and nodes of the USWTR, the Navy will 
coordinate with the USACE as necessary.

1.6.5 Clean Water Act (CWA) 

The Clean Water Act (CWA) was enacted to protect surface water quality in the United States. 
Under Section 404 of the CWA, 33 USC §1344, a USACE permit is required for the placement 
of dredged or fill material in waters of the U.S. Under Section 401 of the CWA, 33 USC §1341, 
the state where dredged or fill material would be placed in waters of the U.S. must certify that 
the action would not contravene the state’s water quality standards. The CWA governs the 
placement of the cable for the USWTR. Before proceeding with construction of the USWTR, the 
Navy will coordinate with the USACE and the appropriate state agency as necessary. 

1.6.6 Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act 

The Magnuson-Stevens Act, enacted to conserve and restore the nation’s fisheries, includes a 
requirement for NMFS and regional fishery councils to describe and identify essential fish 
habitat (EFH) for all species that are federally managed. EFH is defined as those waters and 
substrate necessary to fish for spawning, breeding, feeding, or growth to maturity. Under the act, 
federal agencies must consult with the Secretary of Commerce regarding any activity or 
proposed activity that is authorized, funded, or undertaken by the agency that may adversely 
affect EFH.

An assessment of potential impacts of the project to EFH has been prepared and submitted to 
NMFS; consultation is being conducted. 

1.6.7 Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) 

The MBTA was enacted to ensure the protection of bird resources that migrate between the 
United States and Canada, Mexico, Japan, or the Russian Federation. A migratory bird is any 
species of birds that lives, reproduces, or migrates within or across international borders at some 
point during its annual life cycle. The MBTA protects 836 bird species, 58 of which are currently 
legally hunted as game birds. The list of species protected by the MBTA appears in 50 CFR 
10.13.
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The MBTA prohibits the take, possession, import, export, transport, selling, purchase, barter, or 
offering for sale, purchase or barter, any migratory bird, their eggs, parts, and nests, except as 
authorized under a valid permit (16 USC 703). The regulations at 50 CFR 21.11 prohibit the take 
of migratory birds except under a valid permit or as permitted in the implementing regulations. A 
"take" is defined to mean to "pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect" or to 
attempt these activities (50 CFR 10.12).  

On February 28, 2007, the Department of Interior (DoI) issued final regulations that authorize 
the take of migratory bird resources incidental to military readiness activities (50 CFR 21.15). 
The definition of military readiness activities includes all training and operations of the Armed 
Forces that relate to combat, and the adequate and realistic testing of military equipment, 
vehicles, weapons, and sensors for proper operation and suitability for combat use (50 CFR Part 
21.3).

The proposed USWTR meets the definition of military readiness activities. These regulations 
require that, if the ongoing or proposed military readiness activities may result in a significant 
adverse effect on a population of a migratory bird species, the Armed Forces must confer and 
cooperate with the USFWS to develop and implement appropriate conservation measures to 
minimize or mitigate the anticipated significant adverse effects. 

1.6.8 Abandoned Shipwreck Act (ASA) 

The ASA (43 USC 2101-2106) was enacted in 1988 and establishes government ownership over 
the majority of abandoned shipwrecks located in waters of the U.S. and creates a framework 
within which shipwrecks are managed. It affirms the authority of state governments to claim and 
manage abandoned shipwrecks on state submerged lands.  

Shipwrecks are identified as resources having multiple values and uses that are not to be set aside 
for any one purpose or interest group. This includes recreational and educational opportunities 
for sport divers and fishermen, historical values important to archaeologists and historic 
preservationists, and habitat areas for marine life. In addition, shipwrecks may generate tourism 
and other forms of commerce and contain valuable cargoes and objects of interest to commercial 
salvors and treasure-hunters. 

States are directed to provide reasonable access by the public, protect natural resources and 
habitat areas, guarantee recreational exploration of shipwreck sites, and allow appropriate public 
and private sector recovery when the shipwreck's historical values and surrounding environment 
are protected. In addition, states are encouraged to create underwater parks to provide additional 
protection for shipwrecks. States are authorized to use federal funds from the Historic 
Preservation Fund grants program to study, interpret, protect, and preserve historic shipwrecks. 
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1.6.9 Sunken Military Craft Act (SMCA) 

The SMCA (10 USC § 113) was enacted on October 28, 2004. The new law confirms that 
sunken U.S. military vessels and aircraft are the sovereign property of the United States 
regardless of the passage of time and provides for archeological research permits and civil 
enforcement measures (including substantial fines) to prevent unauthorized disturbance. The law 
of salvage does not apply to sunken military craft without the express permission of the 
sovereign (U.S. or foreign flag).  The SMCA provides the United States with a new authority for 
protecting and preserving sunken warships, naval auxiliaries, other vessels, military aircraft, and 
military spacecraft that was owned or operated by a government when it sank, and the associated 
contents of such craft.

The statute provides the following: 

� Protection of sunken U.S. military ship and aircraft wherever located.

� Protection for the graves of lost military personnel. 

� Protection of sensitive archaeological artifacts and historical information. 

� Codifies existing case law, which supports federal ownership of sunken U.S. 
military ship and aircraft wrecks. 

� Provides a mechanism for permitting and civil enforcement to prevent 
unauthorized disturbance. 

� Encourages the Secretary of State, in consultation with the Secretary of Defense, 
to enter into bilateral and multilateral agreements with foreign countries for the 
protection of sunken military craft. 

� Does not affect salvage of commercial merchant shipwrecks, or recreational 
diving.

� Does not impact commercial fishing, or the laying of submarine cables. 

� Does not relate to the routine operation of ships. 

1.6.10 Executive Order 13089 

EO 13089, Coral Reef Protection, directs federal agencies to ensure that any actions they 
authorize, fund, or carry out will not degrade the biodiversity, health, heritage, and social and 
economic value of coral reef ecosystems and the marine environment. For federal agency actions 
that would affect U.S. coral reef ecosystems, subject to the availability of funding, measures 
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should be implemented to research, monitor, manage and restore affected ecosystems. These 
measures should include reducing impacts from pollution, sedimentation, and fishing. 

1.6.11 Executive Order 13158

EO 13158, Marine Protected Areas, directs federal agencies to protect the significant natural and 
cultural resources within the marine environment for the benefit of present and future 
generations by strengthening and expanding the Nation's system of marine protected areas 
(MPAs). An expanded and strengthened comprehensive system of marine protected areas 
throughout the marine environment would enhance the conservation of our Nation's natural and 
cultural marine heritage and the ecologically and economically sustainable use of the marine 
environment for future generations. Federal agencies should avoid causing harm to MPAs 
through federally conducted, approved, or funded activities. 

1.6.12 Cooperating Agencies 

CEQ’s NEPA implementing regulations allow federal agencies (as lead agencies) to invite tribal, 
state, and local governments, as well as other federal agencies, to serve as cooperating agencies 
in the preparation of EISs. The lead agency maintains the responsibility of supervising the 
development of the EIS, which addresses the potential effects associated with activities 
connected to the Proposed Action.

Upon request of the lead agency, any other federal agency that has jurisdiction can serve as a 
cooperating agency. In addition, any other federal agency with special expertise on any 
environmental issue that should be addressed in the EIS may serve as a cooperating agency upon 
request of the lead agency. The cooperating agency, upon request by the lead agency, is 
responsible for assisting in the development of information and preparing environmental 
analyses associated with the agency’s area of expertise.  

The Navy requested that NMFS participate as a cooperating agency in the preparation of this 
OEIS/EIS; NMFS has agreed to a cooperating agency status. Copies of these letters are 
contained in Appendix G. NMFS is a cooperating agency primarily because of its responsibilities 
pursuant to Section 101(a)(5)(A) of the MMPA and Section 7 of the ESA. 
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